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NEW MEMBERS
The MG Car Club of South Australia
extend a warm welcome to the
following new member who joined in
the August period
We look forward to meeting you at
club meetings and events.
Joti Weijers-coghlan

SPECIALISING IN MG SERVICING
AND REPAIRS
AS WELL AS FAMILY AND 4WD
VEHICLES
SPARE PARTS FOR ALL MAKES
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Deane Mitchell
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Alan Foweraker,
MGCC Member
Discount for members

Ivar & Carolyn Spanovskis
David & Louise Burnard
Allister & Alison Green
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Editorial
From ..Laurie Houghton
Editor

T
MGCC Clubrooms
Monthly General Meetings
Held at 8.00 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month at the Clubrooms. All those who
are interested in MGs are welcome.
“Noggin’ & Natter”
Every Friday night at the Clubrooms. Time:
7.30 pm - ~ 10.00 pm. All welcome for a
chat and a drink. Licensed premises.
Tea and coffee available.
Register Meetings
“T” Reg. First Thursday of each month.
Time: 7.00 for 7.30 pm.start. Venues as
advertised in Register Report. Everyone
welcome - even if you don’t own a Register
vehicle.
MGF Reg. Bi-monthly Second Friday of
the month at the clubrooms 7.30pm

hanks to the members who have
heeded the call for personalised
articles etc; to make our magazine a bit
more diverse and improve the read.
Activity reports are an integral part of
the communication process to keep
members informed of what is happening
in and about our club, so I hope you like
these extra articles popping up.
This month we have Bob Schapel’s
Tech Topic, Neil Williams First MG. And
Peter Shipsides article on the history of
the SVW MG;s.
On a personal note, has anyone got a 5
speed Toyota Supra gearbox for sale?
mine exploded at the last super sprint
which was the first outing since June
last year for my car after a lengthy mechanical update.

MGA/Magnette Reg Bi-monthly on the
third Thursday of the month, starts Jan in
odd numbered months, 7.00 pm for 7.30
Know Your MG Meetings
Third Tuesday of each month. Time: 7.00
for 7.30 pm. Start. Venues as
advertised.Everyone welcome.
Breakfast Runs
Now Meet at Veale Gardens, CBD South
Tce. For 9.00am starts. BYO everything for
breakfast. See Calendar for dates etc;
Mid Week Lunch Runs
Second Thursday in the month.
See the calendar
Motorsport Events
See Motorsport Report.

And don’t forget, please
support our sponsors
whenever possible
and be sure to let them
know you are an MG
Car Club member
Printed by Kwik Kopy Unley. Shop 7A
453 Fullarton Road Highgate SA 5063
Ph: 8271 7422 A National Meeting
sponsor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
From Tim Edmonds

H

i everyone, another month gone,
the warmer weather is getting
closer.
I have just seen that the latest MG being produced in Thailand is a UTE
known as MG Extender priced about
the same as other utes made in Thailand, the Chines e are badgeengineered there LDV T60, its sold
here, also MGV80 a van copy of the
LDV V80, one day they may get here or
they may make a sports car. You can
view these cars on https://
www.mgcars.com/th/Home
I am about to go to Singapore for the
F1GP it will be a very different race
meeting to what I have been used to
starting at 4PM and finishing at 10PM
but it will be a lot warmer than here.
Next year we will be organising the in-

terstate challenge, Bev
has started planning for
this event but as always,
more help is required to organise this
event.
It’s on the June Long Weekend consisting of a Hillclimb and a Super Sprint.
Hope you have your tickets for the paddle boat cruise it will be a good day.
Recently I was given an email, not address to me, from a member complaining about my magazine articles, or the
lack of them, while I accept my short
comings when given but you also need
to give a solution to the problem so I can
fix it.

MG ADELAIDE WORKSHOPS
& A.A. Automotive (Adrian Akhurst)

14 Nightingale Avenue Magil 5072. Tel 08 8364 4988
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PRE-WAR & T - REGISTER
From..John Bray, photos byTerry Wright

1 August 2019
“Crowded House” at Ken Fisher’s ,
St Marys.
ell it certainly was crowded
house inside the magnificent
premises of Ken and Rosemary which
we regard as our winter event venue
these days.
“Fall at your feet”
Sensationally the statistics are well up
on previous meetings 52 signed in plus
a couple of Ken’s colleagues, 22 register vehicles that included 17 T Types, 2
Prewar & 3 Y Saloons , check out the
gallery of cars in the photos taken by
Terry Wright.
A very big thankyou to Ken and Rosemary for their hospitality once again this
year.
Ken was pleased to show his latest
MGB acquisition, rubber nosed green
with tan livery, however even more
pleasing , Rosemary likes to drive it !
He’s really fallen on his feet with that
one.
“Something so strong”
Something has to be strong to keep
these guys away from the meeting
given the attendance figures on the
night:
1. Peter Auld
(over seas again)
2. Simon Ewart (flying again)
3. Brian Forth ( regularity)
4. Bazzica’s
(painting their own
crowded house)
5. Jenny Schiller ( gone away)
6. Julie & Brian McIver (away)
7. Leigh Richter (baby sitting G Kids)
8. Joy Pearson
9. Ronnie Jillett
10. Don Offler

For next meeting, Artfur , Terry, Buckles, Peter & Bronwyn Micklem
“Weather with you”
Actually it did not rain much , hoods
were down on the run down from Blackwood in the T Types, so really the
weather was with us and most of you
to.
Show and tell them segment was very
interesting, presented to us by Ray
Finch who found a cast steel plate behind a shed somewhere with the name
A Tomlinson Pty Ltd. Only one grasshopper at the meet successfully identified it with abject enthusiasm, one Bob
Schapel of course.
A Tomlinson (Alan) was a renown racing driver in the late thirties from WA ,
he won the 1939 Lobethal Grand Prix in
a supercharged 1937 MGTA Special
which was held at Lobethal SA. Second
was Bob Lea-Wright in a Terraplane
Special.
Alan Tomlinson passed away in 2011
aged 95 years , he was known as the
“original thinking racing driver” as it was
said that he was ahead of his time in
motor sport. Well done Ray, a great
show and tell em.
“Better be home soon”
In timely
veritas
Yes another gold watch presentation
again this meeting for three lucky members who missed the last fiasco at leigh
Richter’s meeting.
All Cash Pearson and his “mule” Willow
Willington rounded off the stash of pure
gold plastic electronic time pieces that
will soon become quite valuable now
that Asia is not taking any recyclable
plastic bottles from us.

W
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First was Peter Vicar Cundy , a stop
watch function for the Winton Regularity
in the NA. Second, Bob Schapel to
match his antique Casio wind up a
quantum leap into technology with the
lightweight gold watch, Finally last of all,
thank goodness there are no more, Reg
O’Malley a veritable timepiece to get
him to the meetings on Thai time.

“It’s only natural “
The wonderful NA gearbox
has been rebuilt and refurbished by two real naturals ,
Ian Buckley and Lachy Kinnear for Peter Cundy who is
naturally extremely appreciative of their expertise and
dedication. Completely dismantled and rebuilt with new
bushes and roller bearings it
looks magnificent and will
surely withstand the Vicar’s
7000 revs up the straight at
Winton Historics. Great work
Lachy & Buckles.
Artfur will be taking off to the
Prewar National Meeting at
Nambour next month and he
will be taking, besides the
ND, his photographer of
choice Terry Wright. The motive as I see it is to get as
much publicity with photographs in as many local papers as he can to increase
his chances of an outright win
again. Good luck Artfur !
The wrap
No, not Crowded House but I
need to finish off , a really
good night , pity Mike Lyons
guest did not turn up, could
not find him in the book I am
reading either.
The next meeting is at Doc
Dallwitz establishment on
WEDNESDAY, 4 September at 18
McGowan Street UNLEY.
Yes it is a Wednesday due to late night
shopping on King William Rd on Thursdays.
That’s it for this report, need a change of
CD to someone else but it has been
good.
Boss of the Register
Continued overleaf...........
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CLUB REGISTRATION NOTES
From..Geoff Goode
PLEASE NOTE CHANGES TO CLUB REGISTRATION
ALL CURRENT LOGBOOKS MUST BE UPDATED OR REPLACED BY
DECEMBER EACH YEAR
BUT YOU MUST PAY YOUR CLUB FEES FIRST.
WHY NOT DO BOTH AT THE SAME TIME?
You can pay your club fees and have your log book/s updated at the clubrooms on Saturday mornings between the hours of 10.00am and 12.00
noon,
starting in November and ending by mid December.
Please check the Club calendar for dates.
If you can’t get to the clubrooms, you can post your fees, blue registration
papers and logbook/s to the club. The postal address of the club is on page
1 of the magazine. Please include a stamped, self addressed envelope for
the return of your papers.
Check the expiry date of your logbook/s on the front cover of the book. If it
expires this December, include $5.00 for each new book required.
Have your blue registration papers been endorsed by the club since you
last re-registered your car/s? If not, include them for endorsement.
If you require a new logbook, they must be included.
Please note, the Code of Practice for the Conditional Registration of Historic, Left Hand Drive and Street Rod Vehicles can be down loaded from
the Web.
Go to: www.dpti.sa.gov.au and search for “conditional registration”,
then select “Historic, left hand drive and street rod vehicles”.
There are also 2 copies available for you to read in the Clubrooms.
All enquiries about Club Registration should be directed to Geoff Goode,
Ph 8267 3740 or Arthur Ruediger, Ph 83531870.
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MGC NEWS
MGC conversations with Richard Mixture, September 2019
Having a light head
ello, it’s Richard here again. Now
if you’re sitting back in your old
wing-back having a cup of English
Breakfast and pondering how you can
slim down your wallet and give your beloved ‘C’ a treat, give a thought to an
alloy head.

H

In the MGC’s nascent home father and
son duo Shaun and Conner Holmes
started racing MGCs after dipping their
feet into track-days which after a while,
they thought became a little mundane.
Speed being of the essence, development work began and they thought a
nice light alloy head would be a good
idea. The search for a lightweight head
began in 2010 and after finding one
Shaun asked Peter Burgess to prepare it
to race spec using a new Maniflow manifold which has straighter inlets. This
head was a success after the first race in
2013.
Never satisfied Shaun then decided to
cast his own alloy head and while the
first attempt worked well there were obvious improvements that could be made.
Shaun says, “The MGC alloy head updated casting has now been heat treated
and is on its way to the machine shop to
be finished on a new CNC unit which
should be the final form for all following
heads.
The main problem was wall thickness
around the plug. The walls are thin even
on the cast Iron head so for the first test
head I used a 10mm plug. We have increased the wall thickness to the maximum without spoiling cooling round the
plug. We intend to continue to use the
10mm plugs which come in all heat
ranges. I am sure that someone in the
12

future will over torque a plug and the
head will need to be repaired and the
extra meat around the plug will allow for
this. The pattern has been adjusted to
allow some more material in certain
areas that we thought was needed.
A new set of valves has been made for
us to use which will be a nice improvement in flow. The head has been fitted
with no issues, great work from the machine shop to scan the head and machine it to such tolerances that every
bolt fitted first time. The alloy head is
running well with no issues and over
2,000 miles now.
Of the six first production alloy heads,
two are off to Hawaii and California.
One is going on a race ‘C’ for vintage
racing. It will be interesting to see difference between the alloy head and the
cast iron head and we expect an increase of 20 bhp.
We now have a reliable manufacturing
line, although only 6 heads at a time will
be cast. By years end we hope to have
14 Alloy heads done.
The amount of effort involved in bringing an alloy head to the C community
has been huge on all parties from Steve
and I, to our caster, machinist and finisher. In taking our time to get it right we
will ensure that the ‘C’ will have a replacement cylinder head for many years
to come.”
Shaun says, “I have always tried to sell
what I make for my own cars as a way
of offsetting development but now the
time has come to make a real business
of it.
MGC spares is run by Steve Curtis who
is a partner in our business and can

help you find something for your MGC.
Busy times along with the other alloy
parts being sold. Darren can build race
engines or a fast road engine to your
requirements. Engines are dyno'd and
run-in before you receive them.
Based in Norwich close to Snetterton
race circuit, we can also assist in trackdays and advice on where to stay.”
Well what a task. Congratulations, it
seems it has been a job well done. Now
you could probably save some money by
bringing the lightweight head home in
your hand luggage but I’m not sure

September 2019
whether wrapping your new purchase in
a spare pair of underpants would escape the metal detectors. Anything to
declare Sir?
Torsion Bar Run
Now MGCers et al, with any luck the
sun will be shining and the flowers
blooming so it’s time for an MGC run,
put Saturday 19th October in your diary
and we'll meet at 1.30pm at Beaumont
Road, Adelaide, just off Greenhill Road.
Remember ladies and gentlemen keep
‘em tuned,
Rich
Fast road head number
2 from the first batch of
6 is off to Sweden

The first production
alloy head off to California to be fitted to a race
MGC for vintage racing

CNC machining of the
MGC alloy head
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MID WEEK LUNCH RUN REPORT
From ..Graham Loader
Thursday 8th August 2019

A

nother winters day as 30 members
gathered at Crafers Hotel to a very
fresh 7 deg. with wind and rain.
All mingled together & enjoyed our coffee, the men discussing their MGs that
they had left home, not a single MG in
car park, that makes two runs in a row
now !
The ladies were left discussing who
knows ? we set off on the run via River
Road, Verdun bypassing Stirling,
Aldgate & Mylor then through Meadows,
Clarendon & Blackwood to the Belair
Hotel where we were joined by another
six members ( still no MGs ).
There was a great deal of water laying &
running on the roadside & in some

14

places on the road. The wind was very
strong, luckily we all got through without
any branches falling on us.
Lunch was enjoyed by all & the service
by the Belair Hotel was very good. Let
us hope winter will be over by the Sept
run on :
Thursday 12th September
Meeting Crafers Hotel form 10.30am
Leaving on run 11.30am
Lunch Glen Osmond Golf Club
12.30pm
For booking CONTACT :
Leigh Richter
Tel. 8339 3918
Email . leighrichter@outlook.com

September 2019
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From..Bev Waters
MULTICLUB HILLCLIMB JULY 21ST.
Hillclimb. His wide grin on his return to
Collingrove
the pits said it all as for the experience;
old and miserable describes the
however he was disappointed with his
weather, however the beautiful
times. Too many excuses to write but
green rolling hills and blue sky were
included ‘I could have gone faster if the
breathtaking.
weather was warmer and the track
quicker, or if I had my racing suit on, or
Collingrove Hillclimbs appear to be loseven my driving shoes on, or if……
ing favour with many competitors with
Good one Dick.
the high price of entry fee of $135 comRegardless, we had a few laughs and
pared to sprinting $95, showing in the
he had a great time, which was shared
entry numbers down to 81 at this event,
by Tim Edmonds who drove the GTV8.
and now charging admission of $15 per
Tim’s times were a little off the pace too
adult for spectators who want to go and
with the conditions, only clearing 40
support their members at a ‘club event’
seconds once with a 39.83. Dick was
There have been some good improvedriving at similar times and when he
ments to the venue particularly in the
reached Tim’s 39.83, he called it quits
pits and form up areas, and I Underfor the day. The both shared 59th place
stand charging admission fees if it was
with a Holden Q.
for a Championship or National event,
I visited for a short while, and noticed
but for a club event this is ridiculous and
Paul Dallwitz was on the entry list but
I think the Sporting Car Club have got it
unfortunately didn’t make it to the event.
wrong in this instance.
Two of our regular club supporters got
Only two competitors from our club took
as far as the gate but weren’t prepared
part - Dick Manning was trialling his
to pay $30 entry fee and who blames
newly built road MGF having recently
them.
competed in a Motorkhana and now

C

wanting to see how it performed at a

Cheers Bev
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MSCA SUPER SPRINT ROUND 3
MALLALA MOTORSPORT PARK
JULY 28TH
hed 47 is booked for each MSCA
Sprint meeting offering a meeting
place for our group with tea/coffee &
biscuits provided, and shelter out of the
elements if needed. Smaller mechanical issues are normally resolved with
many hands on deck helping out with
their respective expertise, tools or parts
where they can.
The Marque Sport Car Assoc. Super
Sprints are gaining even more interest
with a capacity field of 101 entries, and
a very good attendance from the MG
Car Club with 12 Competitors, together
with several volunteers for official duties, and spectators.
There was a grid of 15 ‘new comers’ to
MSCA sprinting, and unfortunately the
day did not start well with some of them
deciding to try and practice instead of
attending their driver’s briefing. This
caused a few issues in the timing tower
with several competitors not even having their numbers on their car, and consequently the practice had to be cancelled causing some time delays.

S

Time wasn’t in favour of the competitors all day due to the number of incidents, and there was insufficient time
for the last round to be run.
Break downs, a roll over (and pleased
to report no injuries), another catching
fire due to a ‘after-market’ part fitted to
the fuel area, and luckily no major damage done although it looked spectacular from the sidelines (and the car is
now back on the road), and some
lengthy delays cleaning up oil around
the track distributed by someone who
should have known better (not from our
club) and should have pulled off the
track after experience some major mechanical issue,
The weather was reasonable to start
with until light showers arriving midafternoon saw several other people
decide to call it a day with only about
two thirds of the field completing the
event.
Another disappointing day for Laurie
Houghton who after a 12 months break
from competing for personal reasons,
but with some rebuilding of his car, did
not get to finish the first round with further mechanical issues – pleased to
report not related
to the recent work
carried out, but
devastating all the
same for Laurie.
With myself now
working in the timing tower at many
events, I don’t get
to hear much gossip from the drivers and they seem
a little reluctant to
come forward with
any.
Gary
will
be
pleased he is a
conversation point
18
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themselves very well trialling their Mecedes.
As you can see from the results, there
are groups that are very close in time.

in the tower and all were pleased he got
through the day without car problems,
and he thinks he drove his personal
best time. Tim drove well and only 2
seconds off his best time at the track as
well. Jason has currently got the Lotus
under a small repair after the recent Mt
Bryant Hillclimb where he tried to make
the track wider than it was (where have I
heard that before,) and his son Tyler
allowed him to run the MGZR and put it
through its paces (under strict instructions of course), and I understand it performed very well.
John Davies an event veteran experienced some terrible noises off the start
line in round three and limped to the pits
to find he had broken the front differential. Carefully he attempted the drive
home but only made to the Adelaide
suburbs, but luck has it that it was near
a workshop he regularly uses, and the
car is currently under repair. Although
not completing the event, John still managed to gain second outright time.
It was great to see Craig Steel at his
first Super Sprint competing (normally a
volunteer flag marshal), and he made
sure he looked the part looking very professional in driving suit etc – time to get
some team colours I think, and Steve
Bowra returning to the track after more
than a decade. Both accomplished

Competitors:
John Davies Lancer EvoMR8
Garry Bolt
MGBGT Special
Dick Manning
MGF
Tim Edmonds
MGBGTV8
Laurie Houghton
MGBV8
Jason Edwards
MGZR03
Nick Micklem
MGZR160
Lindsay Hick MGTC Special
Craig Steel
Merc SCK230
Martin Ball
Rover 3500SDI
Steve Bowra Mercedes C200
Alfred Smith
MGF

1:16.71
1:24.32
1:27.40
1:29.52
1;29.98
1:30.28
1:31.33
1:35.05
1:36.48
1:37.29
1:39.66
1:43.02

Sons of members:
Thomas Ball
Datsun 280ZX
1:30.56
Ben Edmonds Subaru Impreza
1:30.64
MGCC Volunteers:
Berry Treffers
(starter), Murray Stephenson, Alan &
Sandra Cardnell (Flag marshals), Bev
Waters (Timing).
Spectators: Faye Edwards, Scott Stephenson, Michael Bugg, Alexander
Hick, Paul West.
We look forward to the last two rounds
of the MSCA Super Sprint Series
Round 4 on September 29th
Round 5 on November 10th.
Sept 29th will also include a ‘Come n
Try Event & Driver Training Day’
Keep an eye on the MSCASA website if
interested.
-and hopefully the weather will be
warmer.
Come out for a visit and a coffee, no
entry charge.
Cheers Bev
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MGCC MOTORSPORT COMING
EVENTS:
** Denotes events part of the MG Car
Club of SA competition and 2019 is
nearly completed with only a few events
to go.

OTHER ITEMS OF INEREST.
THE TARMAC JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM will be running from
August to November. If you have any
children or grandchildren who could be
interested, see
www.tarmacjdpasa.org.au

** Sept 8th HILLCLIMB COLLINGROVE MULTI-CLUB Round 4
** Sept 29th MSCA SUPER SPRINT
ROUND 4 - Mallala Motorsport Park
** Nov 10th MSCA SUPER SPRINT
ROUND 5 - Mallala Motorsport Park

For further details, contact
Bev Waters bev.waters@bigpond.com
Ph: 0402 262156.

INVITED EVENTS
Sat Sept 7th SCC Hillclimb COME AND
TRY day
Sun Oct 6th Vintage Collingrove Event
Oct 18-20 SA Hillclimb Championships

Dec 4-7 Adelaide Rally
MGCCSA has been asked to manage a number of
lunch breaks and/or regroup points over the term of
the Adelaide Rally in December. Details are yet to
be finalised but if you could be available for any of
these days please contact Murray Stephenson on
0419 565 970 or email stephenson@esc.net.au
to volunteer. Also register at
www.adelaiderally.com.au/volunteers
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2019 CALENDAR
NOTE
September 2019
4

Wed

T Register Meeting Paul Dallwitz Unley

8

Sun

Hillclimb Rnd 4 Collingrove

10

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

12

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run to Glen Osmond Golf club

Sat/Sun

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

19

Thur

MGA Meeting Clubrooms

29

Sun

Supersprint 4

29

Sun

Breakfast Run to Pt Elliot

14/28

October 2019
3

Thur

T Register Meeting

8

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

10

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run

18

Fri

MGF & Modern motorsport evening at the clubrooms

12/28

Sat/Sun

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

18

Fri/Sun

SA Hillclimb Champs

27

Sun

Breakfast Run to Younhusband

MID WEEK LUNCH RUN
.

Thursday 12th September
Meeting Crafers Hotel form 10.30am
Leaving on run 11.30am
Lunch Glen Osmond Golf Club 12.30pm
For booking CONTACT :
Leigh Richter
Tel. 8339 3918
Email . leighrichter@outlook.com
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November 2019
7

Thur

T Register Meeting

10

Sun

Supersprint %

12

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

14

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run

2, 9,16, Sat
23, 30
24

Sun

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon
Breakfast Run to Semaphore

Custom car covers at last in Adelaide
Are you tired of those cheap covers that Scratch more than protect,
and never keep out the dust? there is at last a solution
Give your pride and joy the care it deserves.
Custom Car Covers Follow Exact Contours of Vehicle
Car Covers Protect ALL the Vehicle's Exposed Surface
Over 80,000+ Patterns - or Custom Made for YOU!

.Contact me today for an obligation free quote, it’s cheaper than you think!
Special rates for Club members
ALAN TURNER CONCOURSE PREPARATIONS 08 8339 1306
MOBILE 0417816254
http://www.concourspreparations.com.au/

Home of the WORLD’S BEST CUSTOM CAR COVERS TM
If It Has Wheels, Covercraft Has A Car Cover That Can Cover It!
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MGB REGISTER EVENT
From..Steve Spong

Visit to Adelaide Hills Panel Works

ing extensive body work with several
panels having to be remade. This car
had been in the shop since April 2019
and was expected to be completed by
Christmas. With one panel taking many
hours to just fabricate and fit, such a
time frame is understandable. The second Karmann Ghia was in the spray
booth. The usual paint finish being a
durable 2 pack plus a clear coat.
Brian, having been a panel beater all
his working life, demonstrated some
panel forming techniques as well as
giving us some inside knowledge on
preparing bodies for lead or plastic fill
prior to painting. Brian is to retire shortly
which leaves Rob with the dilemma of
where to recruit a replacement for this
dying art.
A visit to APH’s website or Facebook
page will give some idea of the works
undertaken, but they include a GT Falcon rebuilt over some 18 months, and
an Austin Healey 3000 rebuilt onto a
new chassis, both projects costing in
the order of $150K!.
So we had a very interesting morning
and our thanks went to Rob and his
crew for taking the time to show us what
great works they do. Thanks too to
those members, especially to the two
members attending their first event and
to our one guest. As a bonus we also all
enjoyed a lovely sunny, albeit chilly,

W

e had been invited by Rob Ephgrave of Adelaide Hills Panel
Works, to visit his premises at Nairne,
on Saturday 27th July. Rob kindly
opened up his workshop for us and arranged for his panel beater Brian “the
Wizard” to attend and to show us some
of his skills.
Rob has run AHP for some 11 years
and they specialise in body restorations
for all types of cars; vintage, classic,
custom, performance etc, as well as
undertaking insurance repairs. Usually
working on one or two car restorations
at a time through to completion, their
practice is to invoice the Client monthly,
providing detailed reports as to the
works undertaken, whilst maintaining a
comprehensive photographic record.
Interior trim works are contracted out,
as is mechanical and electrical work. In
this regard we met Martin Wallace
(0408 100 303) who runs his own mechanical, electrical, and minor trim
workshop at Kanmantoo. Martin arrived
trailering a lovely early 3.8 E-Type
which he had been working on and
which was being brought in for some
minor rust removal and spraying of the
front wing.
In AHP’s workshop this day were two
VW Karmann Ghias. One was undergo24
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Saturday morning’s drive through the
Hills, as everyone had come in an MG or
in another classic British car!
AHP can be found at:
11 Woodside Rd. Nairne. S.A. 5252
tel: 08 8388 0755
fax: 08 8388 0766
www.ahpworks.com.au
Attendees:

Phil Crocker MG ZT Wagon First Club
event
Barry Westin MGB First Club event.
Roger Ford MGB
John Wisden MGB
Bill Gilson MGB V8
John Roach MGB GT
Steve Spong &
Dietmar Sauer MGB GT
John Tamke MG RV8
Gary Chapman MG F
Leigh Albertson Mini Cooper S
Graham Dean Rover SD1 Guest
Steve Spong
Continued over
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BREAKFAST RUN REPORT
By Steve Spong & John Roach

T

Breakfast Run to Strathalbyn
Sunday 28th July 2019

had a seniors moment and forgot his
camera, making some excuse about
overseas family guests or some such!

he great weather brought a lot of
members out for the breakfast run
to Strathalbyn, with many making the
run from Veale Gardens, including first
timers Paul and Carol Grech in their
MGB. Alan and Ros Foweraker started
the drive but unfortunately had to cancel
due to a sad family circumstance. Others made their own way from places enroute or were locals.

Attendees:
Jenny & Linton Schiller
MGTF 1500
Jeanette – Walsingham Meath MGTF
Peter & Bronwyn Micklem
MGTD
Leigh Richter & Kaye Laing
MGTD
Gary & Velli Algate
MGA
First timers
Paul & Carol Grech
MGB
Terry Cook
MGB
Bill & Kath Coiciasure
MGB
June & David Hill
MGB
Ken & Heather Burke
MGB
Alan & Ros Foweraker
MGB
Phil & Esther Smith
MGB
Bryan & Wendy Turner
MGB
Dietmar Sauer
MGB
Bill & Sue Gilson
MGB V8
John Roach
MGB GT
Jim & Joan Hanna
MGB GT
Steve Spong &
Barb Harrington
MGB GT
Tony & Wanda Freckleton
MGB GT
David McNabb &
Shane Arthur
Captiva
Don Walker
Triton

Upon arrival at the Strathalbyn Soldiers
Memorial Park we were greeted by Mike
Greenwood and a large contingent from
the Strathalbyn Car Club, also out for a
Sunday morning drive and picnic. The
Strath Club showed off a very wide
range of vintage and classic cars, with
models as diverse as a West German
Trabant and a fantastic replica of Peter
Brock’s 1978 HDT Torana A9X. So
thanks to Mike and the locals for their
great display and for taking the time to
chat with us.
Unfortunately our designated official
photographer (a certain Mr.McNabb)
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Technical TopiCs
From..Bob Schapel
KNOCK-OFFS and WHEEL-NUTS

ever, it is more often a problem with
parallel shanked nuts as used in some
older mags, because they must have
slight side clearance which can lead to
slight movement. If there is any movement, they could work loose. Knock-off
wheels tend to “work” slightly on their
taper set-up. A friend had a right-hand
hub and knock-off temporarily fitted to
the left side of his MGB. The knock-off
worked loose and the wheel fell off!
Another friend lost a left “mag” wheel on
his MGB. In the 70s, I borrowed a
trailer, checked the wheel-nuts and still
lost a left wheel. I later found that the
hubs had no spacers to compensate for
the absent brake drums. As a result,
the nuts tightening on the ends of the
threads instead of on the wheel, thus
allowing that critical slight movement
mentioned above. That incident initiated my analysis of this issue and the
fitment of lock nuts on the left wheel of
my own trailer.
When I was a pit lane marshal at the
“Clipsal” and Grand Prix, I found the V8
Supercars interesting. Their single centre-lock nuts were male, so I assumed
their threads would be opposite to our
female knock-offs. I found that indeed,
many cars were set up that way. However, many others ran them the other
way round! I worked out that in their
case it did not matter, because the nuts
had very good safety clips to prevent
them from undoing. Without the clips, I
think ALL teams would have had problems. Some, because the nuts would
have worked loose, and others because
they would have self-tightened so much
that the rattle guns might not work at pit
stops. Because of the clips, I guess

W

hy is it so? Some older model
Chrysler cars, and many trucks,
have left-hand threads on the left wheel
nuts and right-hand threads on the right
wheel nuts. This is intended to prevent
the nuts from coming loose. If you have
ever seen a bolt-on wheel come loose
from a trailer or car, it was most likely a
left-hand wheel with right hand threads,
unless it came loose due to breakage.
Why then, do the knock-offs on our MGs
have the opposite threads? Knock-offs
have right-hand thread on the left side
and left-hand thread on the right side.
The reason is that conventional wheel
nuts have male tapers which fit inside
the taper on the wheel, whereas knockoffs have female tapers which fit outside
the taper on the wheel centre. As the
wheel turns, and load is transferred
around the nut or knock-off, a type of
orbital action tries to turn the nut or
knockoff. If you roll an empty round jar,
with a smaller jar inside, along a bench,
the smaller jar turns faster than the larger jar. Similarly, when a wheel is turning, male tapered nuts are trying to turn
faster. If the wheel-nuts all have right
hand threads, that represents tightening
on the right hand side and loosening on
the left hand side Conversely, the larger
jar is turning slower, which represents
female knock-offs tending to self-tighten
irrespective of their side.
So, what about the safety of conventional right-hand-thread nuts on the left
side of cars? It is not much of an issue
with tapered nuts which are done up
tightly, as long as there is no movement
between them and the wheel. (The two
jars described above will turn at the
same speed if they are a tight fit.) How30

they could have used the same thread
on both sides.
CHEAPER BATTERIES
& WELDING GAS
ost Club members need a new
car battery occasionally, and I am
sure they would like to get a good price.
Perhaps only a few Club members have
the need for welding gas, but I am
equally sure they would not want to pay
the exorbitant price traditionally associated with this service. The following
information might be of interest to those
who fit either of the above groups.
WELDING GAS: Unless a welder is
aware of developments over the last
couple of years, she/he might be paying
$509 just for annual rental of a pair of
the common D sized (knee high) bottles. Add $152 for the oxy and acetylene gas and the $661 total becomes
discouraging for back-yarders like us.
That works out to be $13 per week if
you refill the bottles about once a year.
However, there are now two much
cheaper options which make it affordable to have welding gas on hand.
B.O.C. now has their “D-PLAN” and
Bunnings also have a Welding Gas
Plan. Perhaps one company offered a
cheap option and the other had to
match it? I have kept details simple by
quoting combined oxygen and acetylene prices, and rounding off the dollars.
Which is the better deal? It probably
depends on the pattern of gas usage. I
believe details are correct at the time of
writing, but do check before “signing
up”.
The “D-Plan” at B.O.C. costs only $187
per year. That fee rents the bottles and
includes one free refill every year. In
fact, in the first year you can use two
“free” serves of gas, because the bottles
come filled and can be refilled without
charge, before 12 months have
elapsed. Cost works out to be only

M
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$3.60 per week. Extra refills (beyond
the annual “freebee”) cost $152. Although this plan has been available for
a few years, it is still not widely known.
I have never seen it advertised.
The Bunnings deal is also good. It involves paying $400 deposit for the pair
of bottles, but that is fully refundable
when they are returned. The gas costs
an additional $168 at the start and for
any further refills. When I phoned, they
told me a full $400 is refunded and a
new $400 charged, whenever a refill is
needed, although a friend told me they
do “shortcut” that process. However, it
is very important to keep the receipt.
BATTERIES: Several years ago, the
battery I wanted, was not in stock at a
well-known Auto Parts store.
The
salesman told me to go to “Peter and
Rick’s” (also known as “Battery Discounters”) and added that they had
much better prices anyway. Since that
day I have never gone anywhere else
for car batteries. I recently replaced the
battery in my wife’s Mercedes. It takes
quite a big battery (DIN 88) which cost
me $195. Knowing that I might mention
it in a Magazine article, I checked websites and made a couple of phone calls.
The prices at a well-known Auto Parts
store and a Battery specialist were $240
and $299 respectively. The Century 41
batteries I use in my TCs are $154 and
$139 at these same stores but are only
$120 at Peter and Rick’s. Peter and
Rick are at 14 Provident Avenue Glynde
(Ph. 83655100) and specialise in
“Century” and other well-known brand
Batteries. I have never used their fitting
service, but their price usually includes
this (depending on the car). They get a
lot of customers from the Nissan, Toyota and Jeep Clubs. No! ….. I am not
getting commission!
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THE SVW SERIES OF MG’s
By Peter Shipside.

W

hen talking to others about my
MG WA I have frequently been
told that they have never heard of such
a model. So here is a little history of the
relatively unknown and rare SVW series
of MG’s.
In the mid 1930’s, as a result of a push
by the parent company, Morris Motors,
for the rationalisation of models, all production MG’s from 1936 up to the outbreak of war in 1939 used the much simpler pushrod OHV engines, the previous
OHC models being phased out.
This decision led to the beginning of the
iconic T-types, the first TA hitting the
market in 1936.
At the same time production of the SA
started, with the VA following in 1937,
and the WA in late 1938.
Interestingly, the total production of Ttypes in this 4 year period, [3392], was
far outweighed by the number of SVW

cars produced [5517], a ratio of getting
on towards 2 to 1. Quite surprising!
Also of interest is the use of the letter ‘A’
in the series. As it turned out, there was
no need for it to be used in the name
because the Second World War halted
the manufacture of MG’s, including the
SVW series which was never resumed
after hostilities ceased.
The SVW range was aimed at the luxury
end of the market. All models were 4
seaters with coach built bodies of steel
panels over a timber frame, trimmed in
leather and fine carpet. Available in
three styles, saloon, open tourer, or
Tickford Drophead Coupe with 3 position hood [closed, open halfway in the
cabriolet style, or folded all the way
back]. They were not dissimilar to the
Bentleys and Jaguars of the period. At
first glance it is difficult to tell the three
types apart. The VA is more easily rec32

ognisable as it is a smaller car, but it
takes a trained eye to separate the SA
from the WA. All three have very similar
appearance with swept wings in the
style of the late 1930’s. The Tickford
bodies were built by Salmons and Sons
of Newport Pagnell, UK.
The first to be designed was the MG SA
which hit the market in March 1936.
Using a 2.3 litre 6 cylinder OHV pushrod
engine of Wolseley origin [Wolseley being part of the Nuffield Group]. With a
rating of 78 BHP, this was enough to
give a top speed of 85-90 m.p.h. with
modest acceleration and a comfortable
cruising speed. A cork lined clutch running in oil gave a smooth take-off. Hydraulic brakes were fitted, a radical departure from previous rod or cable operated systems. A total of 2738 SA’s were
produced, of which almost a third were
‘soft tops’.
Next came the MG VA. Released in
April 1937, this was a compact version
of the much larger SA. Powered by a 4
cylinder 1.5 litre engine of more modest
performance [55 BHP], it was capable of
a top speed of 80 m.p.h. Again its clutch
ran in oil, although later VA’s were fitted
with a dry clutch. Acceleration was not
outstanding, to say the least, but these
two models, the SA and VA, were built
for fast and comfortable cruising. In this
way all of the SVW series lived up to the
MG slogan of ‘Safety Fast’. Some 2407
VA’s were built. Almost half of these
were ‘soft tops’.
The last in the series, the MG WA which,
had the war not intervened, would undoubtedly have replaced the SA. As it
happened, all three types were produced until late 1939. Lessons learned
from the SA led to the WA being released in late 1938. The SA engine was
still used, but bored out to 2.6 litres and
the compression ratio raised, creating 95
BHP, a considerable margin over the
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SA. A top speed close to 100 m.p.h.
was likely, but no factory figure was
issued. Like the later VA’s, the WA
used shell type thin wall crankshaft
bearings. 369 WA’s were built of which
95 were ‘soft tops’. Approximately 25
still exist worldwide alongside a handful
of replicas.
In the UK the needs of SVW owners are
catered for by the SVW Register, an
offshoot of the MG Car Club. Here in
Australia we have the Pre War MG
Register which publishes a bi-monthly
newsletter for the benefit of every prewar MG owner. This newsletter is of a
high standard containing current news
and well researched information on this
country’s MG history.
This register organises a National Rally
once every two years for pre-war MG’s.
The next one will be held at Yamba in
northern NSW in early September [it
may be over by the time you read this]
and the following one will be in the
spring of 2021 in Canberra.
In South Australia there are 2 SA saloons, 1 SA Tickford Coupe, and 1 WA
Tickford Coupe.
For more information on these models
you can Google the SVW Register of
the UK, or just type in whichever model
interests you.
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MY FIRST MG
From..Neil Williams

W

back into the cabin. So my Brother in
law says I know where we can get a
good engine and the cost is nothing
(never ask too many questions). One
weekend (I think it was Easter) the engine was changed over in a very cold
and draftee garage. Then it became an
excellent car especially driving in the
English winter, snow, ice, sleet and all
the other good things one tends to forget. Lots of memories.
Let’s fast forward about nearly 50 years
and would I like that car now? Yes, after being in the club for some 20 odd
years and I now knowing a lot more
about that lovely little car of course. I
eventually sold it for 85 pounds unbelievable.
Obviously my interest is still with MGs
and over the years have owned many
others not as many as some but I think
the count is about 7.

here did I see my first MG, probably cruising down Rundle street
on a warm summers night with the roof
down of course, maybe it was the latest
model MGA or maybe a TF. Then of
course on weekends there was Mallala,
really where else would you go on a
Sunday, although in the early days having no licence it meant getting there was
always a challenge.
I always saw many types of cars racing
including of course MGA`s against many
others makes & models but the image of
the MG`s were firmly fixed in my mind,
something like a dream to own one.
Fast forward a few years into the very
early 70ys and at that time I was working in London and yes still not enough
money to buy an MG, but then again in
an English winter who would want a soft
top, complete with the cold, draftee,
leaks, all the nice things we now know
about.
I had been driving a Triumph Herald but
the MOT expired so no car again but my
Brother in law at the time said would I
like to buy an MG. What a silly question, but how much?
My idea of an MG and his was quite different , but when he told me the price at
30 pounds it sounded too good to be
true , but why worry although at the time
30 pounds was a week’s wages .
So when he arrives with the car of
course it’s not a sports car it’s a Magnette Saloon. Disappointed of course
but what do you want for 30 quid .Yes
the story was the lady who owned it just
wanted it removed from her property as
her husband who was in goal, so anything of his she just wanted to get rid of.
It was a 1958 green/grey Varitone with
the large rear window , and it ran really
well except for the oil fumes coming
34
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MGF/TF & MODERN REGISTER
From Neil Williams

Please note the October 4th meeting at the
MGCC Clubrooms will now be a Motorsport Night on
Friday October 14th
Presenters will be Kevin Weeks from Superloc Racing
and also our Patron Ed Ordynski supporting this night
Kevin will also have one of his cars on display .
We are sure apart from their motor sport history they
have many humorous stories to share with us
on the night.
Supper will be provided, could you RSVP to:
Dick Manning, mob 0412818019,
centrallimos@adam.com.au
Neil Williams, mob 0419308397, nwmgf02@gmail.com
to assist with catering .
We look forward to all our members supporting this
event.
Cheers Neil
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LIBRARY NEWS
From.. Stephen Marlow - Club Librarian

A

s many members will be aware, I’m
renewing my campaign to get back
books that have been on loan from the
library for what could be considered a
fairly long time (i.e., over 12 months), so
if you’ve got a book that fits into that
category please return it, or you may
get a phone call from me!
Library books, obviously, are the property of all members so please do the
right thing and return them after a reasonable time. And please, if you make
a return at a meeting or even when I’m
not present don’t just leave the book on
the table, please ask a Committee
member for the key and return it to the
cupboard (right hand cup board, blue
key), or at least leave it securely in the
office and I’ll sort out the paperwork
from there. Thank you!

a 4-month overview at the beginning
and includes 13 full colour images. The
monthly photographs are accompanied
by a spacious dated grid with moon
phases and international holidays. The
large multilingual grid also provides sufficient space to organise appointments,
birthdays and reminders and help you
stay on track throughout the year.”
Price is $21.95.
If you’d like a copy, I’m happy to collate
a bulk order, just email me in the first
instance at stephen@smarlow.com.au
and tell me how many you want, and we
can sort out the money later.
Let’s set Monday 30 September as a cut
-off date and I’ll process however many
orders I get straight after that.
Cheers!
Stephen

We have a book on order, "The MGA First of a New Line" by J P Williams. I’m
told it also has references which will be
of interest to Magnette owners . . .
If anyone still wants an Entertainment
Book I can still take orders, even though
we sold all our original allotment of 20
hard copies – plus a few digital subscriptions. Thanks to all members and
friends who supported this – it’s great
value and the club gets a donation back
from every copy sold.
And finally, Pitstop (one of our suppliers), is now taking orders for 2020 MG
calendars.
According to the sales blurb:
“The MG calendar for 2020 has a beautiful collection of contemporary and vintage MGs, perfect for those who love
this sporty brand! The calendar features
36
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“ALL ABOARD “
THE PADDLE BOAT

“CAPTAIN PROUD “
To enjoy a peaceful and pleasurable 3 Hour Lunch
Cruise, along the Majestic Murray River.
We meet at the Main Wharf Murray Bridge at 10.00AM
for a 10.30AM departure.
The date for our gathering will be Saturday September
14th 2019.
No need to polish your beloved MG, as there is no
‘Run ‘planned prior.
Cost is $48.00p/p with a 2 courses/ 2 choices meal.
ALL dietary needs catered for.
Full Bar Facilities on board.
Sole use of Vessel.
Consider spending a leisurely Week-end away by
staying in the
surrounding areas, with attractions abound.
Deposit of $50 per couple upon booking.
Paid to MGCC of SA Secretary.
As always, first in best dressed, so don’t miss the boat !
Email to …….Jeanette Walsingham – Meath
To secure your passage.
Jeanette1920@adam.com.au
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TRADE DIRECTORY
Ann Calver

Real Estate Sales Consultant
RLA200675
Selling real estate, or know someone
who is? Call me for an appraisal of your
most valuable asset (apart from your MG
of course!!). Or see me personally for a
special MG Car Club deal as I regularly
attend mid-week lunch runs.

Ph: 0419 812 621

E:mail
ann.calver@harcourts.
com.au

dfshastie@gmail.com
TWO TIMS
SHIRAZ
2016 MCLAREN VALE
Rated 94 points
Leath Hunt: 0412 646 931
www.twotims.com.au

Leath Hunt is offering their
2016 SHIRAZ
To Club members for
$120.00a case (12) as a Xmas special
Delivered free into the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
Logon to their website for reviews etc;
www.twotims.com.au
Email: lhunt43@live.com.au
M: 0412 646 931
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MGBGT 1977 SPARES
Recon Diff housing. Filters. Many electrical items. New wire wheel hub.
Light lenses. Carbys Fuel pumps &
linkages. 2 x new rear axles. Inner
tubes. Steering wheel. Brake parts.
Suspension parts Tow bar c/- plug / ball.
Chrome wheel nuts. Many other parts
Contact Brian. M: 0414 418 298 to view.
MGB Aluminium
Bonnet $500
Reconditioned
and undercoated
(upper side)
From my 1966
MGB Mark1.
Slight ding in
nose repaired
by panel beater.
Terry Reilly
Contact:
tdreilly@hotmail.com
0416 836 077

Golf Buggy
Electric 12V
Works well.
“Fusion” cyclic
battery in good
condition, no
further use as I
now have a
cart
Will sell for the price of the battery.
$110.00
Contact: Laurie Houghton. Editor
Ph: 8356 9953, ( answering M/c on )

MGZS180
2004
A
very
nicely kept
car in excellent condition. Car is
one of the 40 cars sold in Australia with
one off interior in light grey leather installed by MG Australia for Sydney Motor Show display. Car has done
145000km and is in excellent mechanical condition. Original books and history comes with car.
Car has aftermarket ITG Maxogen intake system, upgraded brake discs and
lines but rest of car is as it left the factory.
Paint is in fantastic condition apart from
some stone chips and marks on the
front and bonnet which you’d expect on
a car this age. Received third in class in
concourse at last Adelaide Natmeet
and is in better condition now.
Regretful sale due to lack of use and
needing some funds for next project.
$6900.00 ono
Phone Rob Hall 0432 534 702
email robjulcam@adam.com.au
Y-TYPE PARTS
Chassis, Best offer. Gearbox cover
(modify to fit TD/TF) $40. Radiator
(needs re-core) $30. Running-board
LH $40. Inner guard RH $20. Brakedrums (modify for TC) $10 ea. Handbrake cables, Wishbone, Spring-pan,
Hubs $10 ea. Offers considered. Bob
Schapel 0409282181
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

3 - MGB Wire Wheels
Complete with tyres (in good condition).
$100.
Contact: Bill at Prestige Crash
Ph: 8260 2724

MG TF
160 2004
model.
Black
exterior
colour
with
Fawn leather seats. Woodgrain accents
on the interior. 5 spd. Manual. Canvas
roof in excellent condition also hardtop
with cable for rear demister. Canvas
cover for roof when open. 83, 400 km.
Car serviced every 5km. By Bowden
motor repairs. 2 sets of keys and hand
book with original cover. New Kenwood
Digital radio with Am. Fm and usb and
2.3 mm plug in. Airbags 16inch Alloys
and remote central locking. Please sms
or call 041 333 00 91 Greg. MG club
member.

MGB 1971
RED
Manual with
Overdrive.
REG. NO.
STD642
New Tyres,
Battery, Roof and 3800 Miles since
Engine Rebuild.
PRICE : $19000 ono
CONTACT: Gavan Powell
Mobile 0418 835 989

WANTED TO BUY
Parts all to suit MGB
-One original equipment 1965
"Bluemels" type steering wheel, good
condition -One brand-new ( NOS) MG
push horn button assembly to suit above
(in original box) -One six volt battery in
great condition.
One chrome grill Mk1/2 - rough
One new (NOS)"QH "brand Water-pump
in original box. Suits MGB 1964 to
1971; Engine numbers 18GG-GJ. c/w
gasket.
front chrome bumper; good condition but
slight bend.
two chrome overrides with rubber inserts
to suit above; excellent condition.
heater assembly; needs work.
Paul Oliver. 0402788584."

W58 TOYOTA
SUPRA
GEARBOX
Must be in
good condition
Contact
Laurie Houghton ( Editor )
Ph: 8356 9953, answering m/c on
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